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Abstract 

The importance of psychological issues is increasing day by day in financial studies. When the subject is the human factor, a lot of 
unknowns arise. For this reason, the study of human perceptions and the attitudes of individuals constitutes an important research 
area in money related research. The purpose of this study, attitudes towards money of university employees in Turkey and the 
uncovering of belief. In this way, the research; it is believed to be helpful in using money, managing and achieving financial goals. 
In the study, a questionnaire was applied to the academic and administrative staff of universities in the Western Black Sea Region. 
Separate analyses were applied for both groups (Academic and Administrative staff) and the results were compared. Factor analysis 
was used to determine the validity of the scale used in Turkey. As a result of the analysis, it was revealed that the number of factors 
for both groups consisted of 4 factors as in the original study. These factors have been classified as "Money avoidance", "Money 
worship", "Money status" and "Money vigilance". In addition, the relations between the demographic characteristics and the factors 
were examined and the results regarding the status of academic and administrative staff were revealed. Various comments are given 
on the obtained results. 
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Öz 

Finansal çalışmalarda psikolojik konuların önemi gün geçtikçe artmaktadır. Konu insan faktörü olduğu zaman çok sayıda bilinmez 
ortaya çıkmaktadır. Bu sebeple, parayla ilgili araştırmalarda insan algılarının ve bireylerin tutumunun incelenmesi önemli bir 
araştırma alanı oluşturmaktadır. Bu çalışmanın amacı, Türkiye’deki üniversite çalışanlarının paraya karşı tutumları ve inanışlarının 
ortaya çıkarılmasıdır. Bu sayede araştırmanın; parayı kullanma, yönetme ve finansal hedefleri gerçekleştirme konularında yardımcı 
olabileceği düşünülmektedir. Çalışmada, Batı Karadeniz Bölgesi’nde bulunan üniversitelerin akademik ve idari personellerine anket 
uygulaması gerçekleştirilmiştir. Her iki grup için (Akademik ve İdari personel) ayrı ayrı analizler uygulanmış ve sonuçları 
karşılaştırılmıştır. Kullanılan Ölçeğin Türkiye’de geçerliliğini belirlemek için faktör analizi uygulanmıştır. Analiz sonucunda her 
iki grup için faktör sayısının orijinal çalışmada olduğu gibi 4 faktörden oluştuğu ortaya çıkmıştır. Bu faktörler; “Paradan kaçınma”, 
“Paraya tapınma”, “Paranın statü sembolü olması” ve “Parayla ilgili ihtiyatlı olunması” olarak sınıflandırılmıştır. Ayrıca, 
demografik özellikler ve faktörler arasındaki ilişkiler incelenerek akademik ve idari personelin durumuyla ilgili sonuçlar ortaya 
koyulmuştur. Elde edilen sonuçlar üzerinden çeşitli yorumlara yer verilmiştir.  
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1. Introduction 
It has been the subject of research how a commodity that has no biological significance in itself is an 

extraordinarily stimulating and empowering source of Money (Lea and Webley, 2006). People spend most of their 
time by earning and spending money (Diener and Biswas Diener, 2002:120). Money is vital for life, such as eating and 
drinking. Money is an essential and indispensable element for our daily life and existence (Taneja, 2012:94). For this 
reason, money is a tool for a purpose, and this goal is prosperity. More income is equivalent to higher prosperity. In 
the economy, this formulation has been accepted. Accordingly, income is seen as the essence of prosperity and a 
prerequisite. Therefore, income criteria is seen as an adequate index to catch prosperity (Diener and Seligman, 2004: 
2). 

Diener and Seligman (2004) by opposing this understanding argue that economic indicators alone cannot 
determine welfare. In other words, the criteria of welfare is not economic indicators. Rich nations may experience 
small increases in welfare levels, despite growing by increasing their wealth. On the other hand, high life satisfaction 
can be seen in poor societies. Increased expectations and desires can neutralize the psychological benefits of more 
income. For this reason, besides the economy, fields such as psychology, sociology, anthropology, neuroscience play 
an important role in measuring the welfare of a nation. According to Tang and Chiu (2003: 17), people are financially 
poor; but it can be psychologically rich. Not the person who has a few; the one who always wants more is poor. 
According to Gasiorowska (2015: 197) and Csikszentmihalyi (1999: 823), even if people's conditions improve this 
does not mean that people are more satisfied with their lives than before. This is because people have different 
consumption habits and values, different desire and needs, and different social environments. “Then why do people 
want more income to be happier?” Diener and Biswas Diener (2002: 160) answer the question as follows: One possible 
reason for this could be: “People do not know that money cannot raise subjective well-being levels. Since money is a 
central concern in modern society, the scenarios and beliefs that connect money to happiness may be strictly embedded 
in belief networks, regardless of actual experiences.” 

Briefly, financial wellbeing is evaluated objectively and subjectively. While indicators of objective welfare 
focus on income, assets and debt levels; subjective well-being focuses on psychological factors such as love of money, 
and desire for money. In other words, besides objective welfare data, psychological factors that affect people's 
perception of welfare should be included in the analysis. There are studies examining the relationship between 
objective (income) and subjective well-being (financial satisfaction), although it is outside the scope of this study 
(Gasiorowska, (2014); Gasiorowska, (2015); Tang et al. (2004); Wilhelm, Varcoe and Angela, (1993)). 

In today's materialist environment, the role of money is beyond being a means of change. Money is a component 
that shapes not only our social life but also our emotional state and happiness (Taneja, 2012: 94). One form of happiness 
is to achieve financial satisfaction. Persons of behavior relation to how one manages his income to meet his/her 
financial needs determines his/her financial satisfaction. Persons are considered successful if they can meet their short 
and long term financial needs without any deficiency (Arifin, 2018: 91). People will be happy to the extent that they 
can meet their needs such as nutrition, clothing and shelter. In addition to these physical needs, if people's incomes can 
meet their psychological needs such as status, self-esteem and seeking self-actualization and excitement, they will be 
able to increase their subjective well-being (Diener and Biswas Diener, 2002:145). This also means that people are 
financially healthy. Financial health is the ability to have a healthy financial life. It is a situation where the person can 
pay off her debts, deal with financial crisis, and feel financially good for the present and future (Wasik, 2019). 

In fact, money is universally the same, but it is the individual's beliefs towards it that makes the difference. 
There is a strong cause and effect relationship between money attitude or belief (in this study, money attitude and 
belief are used in the same sense) and behavior. It is the belief of the person towards money, which describes her 
behavior in money matters. The beliefs shown on money issues are multifaceted. The person develops belief towards 
money on the basis of lifelong experiences and situations. Beliefs and behaviors change in time as different situations 
occur and conditions change in daily life. The individual's beliefs towards money depend on various factors such as 
the individual's childhood experiences, education, financial and social status. Depending on these factors, the beliefs 
towards money vary from person to person. The development of one's belief to money begins from childhood. People 
create a belief in money by first observing their parents, relatives and friends, and then by observing the political, 
social and economic environment as a whole. Therefore, the person's money belief, the factors that determine the 
money belief and the money belief scale are important for economists, psychologists, marketers, politicians, 
sociologists and anthropologists. It is important for people to be aware of their own financial behavior and beliefs to 
shape their future. These beliefs play a key role in explaining the differences between people who show financial 
behavior in the form of savers, extravagant and money avoiding. These beliefs manifest as financial behaviors that are 
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extremely difficult and resistant to change. Because these beliefs become a part of their lives in creating life stories of 
people or creating “money scripts” in the future. The question to be asked about money is: “Do your beliefs about 
money support or set a barrier in achieving your financial goals in your life?” (Spann, 2018). 

The purpose of this study is to determine the beliefs of university staff about money according to their 
demographic characteristics. Accordingly, the "Klontz Money Script Inventory" was used to determine money beliefs 
of university staff (academic and administrative). 

2. Literature 
In the literature review, there are studies that examine the beliefs of money in terms of psychological and 

sociological aspects, studies examining the relationship between money beliefs and demographic characteristics, and 
studies on the scale of money belief. 

2.1. Sociological and Psychological View of Money Belief 
People's values and beliefs about money are shaped by factors such as personal experiences, culture and 

education (Goodtherapy, 2019). There are many different perspectives that look at money from a social, cultural and 
individual perspective. Zhou, Vohs and Baumeister (2009) emphasized the psychological and social meaning of 
money, rather than the actual use and function of money. According to researchers, money is a social resource and can 
change the impact of social events. Money has an impact on the social rejection or acceptance of individuals. Even the 
thought of having money creates a sense of strength and effectiveness. Be rejected socially therefore causes more 
money to be asked. The idea of having money dulls the pain of rejection. On the other hand, the idea of losing money 
can increase the pain of rejection. The person who lacks money is more dependent on the approval of others. Having 
little money is about physical pain as well as social pain. Because social pain and physical pain have a similar 
mechanism. Money provides trust, strength and utility. The idea of having money reduces the painful feelings caused 
by an external stimulus. The thought of spending and losing money also increases the pain.  

Individuals give symbolically different cognitive and emotional meaning to money. Money and self-esteem are 
complementary options. Because both create satisfaction for individuals. Money can imply a person's competence and 
the symbolic meaning of money is identical to self-esteem. Symbolic meaning of money for people, individual 
differences and people's need for money depending on the situation affect money and self-esteem how much can be 
substituted for each other. When people need money to survive, if they feel self-esteem approved, they prefer money 
as a priority. But if self-esteem is under threat, this time they prefer self-esteem to money (Zhang, 2009). Gönen and 
Özmete (2007) argued that as the level of self-esteem of individuals increased, their level of satisfaction with the 
financial management process and their financial status increased, as a result, they adopted positive behaviors regarding 
financial management. 

 Parents also have an important influence on the formation of people's money beliefs. Campbell (2007), in his 
study on students, investigated how money messages from their parents, grandparents affected their own money beliefs 
and behaviors. Norvilitis and Maclean (2009) investigated how parents 'teaching and modelling roll of financial 
concepts to their children affected university students' credit card debt. In the research, it was seen that students who 
had parents who refrained from talking about financial situations were problematic to use credit cards. Dilworth, 
Chenoweth and Engelbrecht (2000) argued that parents and students had different views of money, and students 
considered money much more equivalent to happiness than parents. Furnham, Stumm and Milner (2014) investigated 
the relationship between adults' messages and habits that they received from their parents and monetary pathology. In 
the research, it was found that the hidden attitudes of parents about money in childhood caused higher levels of 
monetary pathology in adulthood, especially in women. Beutler and Gudmunson (2012) developed two new scales of 
money attitude to measure rights ownership and conscience of adolescents. Rights ownership attitude in the research: 
Adolescents think that their families have to buy things what they want or believe they deserve. In other words, 
adolescents see their families as financial resources. According to them, their families had to pay for things of what 
they deserve. Conscience, on the other hand, was taken as the opposite of the rights ownership attitude. In other words, 
it was an attitude that young people accepted their responsibilities towards their parents about how they spent the 
money allocated to them (De, Britt and Huston, 2012). 

There is a relationship between personality disorder and money attitude (Furnham, 2019). Individuals with 
extremely severe financial problems are more likely to be exposed to conditions such as depression, alcohol abuse, 
drug addiction, psychotic problems, and suicide than individuals far from financial stress (Goodtherapy, 2019). 
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According to their research, Price, Choi and Vinokur (2002), economic difficulties cause loss of personal control, 
impairment of health and emotional function, and depression. 

Klontz et al. (2008: 296) define disorder money behavior as an incompatible pattern of financial belief. In other 
words, if the people's financial beliefs are wrong, their behaviors about money are also flawed. These people experience 
stress and mismatch in social and business life, and feel inability to use financial resources. In addition, they experience 
anxiety and despair about their financial situation. This unfavourable feeling of emotion causes people to be over-
indebted, bankrupt, take excessive financial risks, be financially dependent, unable to save and have conflicts with 
their family and other close friends. 

In the study conducted by Kasser and Ahuvia (2002) on 92 business students in Singapore, it was found that 
students who adopted material values (such as money, fame, and image) were more anxious and unhappy. Roberts and 
Jones (2001) investigated the effect of money attitude and credit card use on compulsive purchasing in their study on 
students in America. They found that money attitude (prestige, insecurity and anxiety) had a compulsive buying effect 
on credit card use. 

 Kahneman and Deaton (2010), “Does money buy happiness?” In their research based on this question, they 
suggested that low income exacerbated the emotional pain felt about misfortunes such as divorce, illness and 
loneliness. But, high income, could buy life satisfaction; not happiness. In the study, they concluded that more money 
could not buy more happiness, but less money was linked to emotional pain. They also suggested that the emotional 
consequences of the high-range income change would be inevitable. However, they argued that, when staying at a 
certain stable income level, the emotional well-being of individuals would be limited by factors such as temperament 
and living conditions. 

2.2. The Relationship Between Money Belief and Demographic Features 
Money belief; varies according to demographic characteristics in each country. Suer, Baklacı and Kocaer 

(2017), in their research on graduate students in Turkey (İstanbul, Ankara and İzmir), used the Money Attitude Scale 
of Yamauchi and Templer (1982). In the study, they found that men saw money more as a symbol of power and 
prestige, women were more frugal and more inclined to financial planning. 

Tetik (2018)'s study on financial literacy with university students also supports the conclusion of Suer, Baklacı 
and Kocaer. It seems that most of the participants have the idea of saving to realize their future plans. In other words, 
it can be said that the thought that students see money as a power, that they should be thrifty and plan for the future 
prevails. 

Talaei and Kwantes (2016) applied the Money Attitude Scale of Yamauchi and Templer in Iran, which has a 
different cultural structure and economic conditions than the Western nation. Money attitude in Iran differs from the 
attitude of money in the capitalist system due to religious influences. Saving money in research emerged as the most 
important factor in Iran. While the most important factor of money attitude in the western society was power-prestige, 
saving money in Iran emerged as the most important money attitude. This was due to the weak and unstable economy 
of Iran. Because people tried to guarantee their future instead of spending money under the current economic 
conditions. 

Kowalczyk and Chudzian (2015) analyzed people's attitudes towards money economically and psychologically 
in Poland. In the survey conducted, two characteristic attitudes of money emerged: Rational and extravagant money 
attitude. It was determined that women exhibited extravagant money attitude rather than rational, and men exhibited a 
rational money attitude. 

Simkiv (2013) investigated how the social and demographic characteristics of young people in Ukraine affect 
their money attitudes. As a result of the research, men working in commercial organizations saw money as a symbol 
of success. In addition, men used money more often than women to affect other people. People with low education 
experienced guilt when they spent money and got unnecessary things. Their control over finance was lower than those 
trained. People who had positive beliefs towards money are those who live in big cities, work in commercial 
establishments and have high-level jobs and average income. 

Falahati and Paim (2011) investigated how gender differences affected the attitude of money among university 
students in Malaysia. For this purpose, they used Furnham's (1984) six-dimensional Money Beliefs and Behaviors 
Scale (MBBS). As a result of the research, it was determined that male students regarded money as a symbol of power 
and prestige, whereas women were more conservative and anxious about money.  
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Gutter and Copur (2011) investigated the relationship between university students' financial well-being and 
demographic characteristics across the United States. In the study, men were found to have higher levels of financial 
welfare than women and found that people with low income had low financial welfare levels.  

Li et al. (2009) investigated whether Chinese consumers' money attitudes differ according to gender by using 
Yamauchi and Templer's (1982) Money Attitude Scale. In the study, it was found that men who saw money as power-
prestige showed compulsive buying behavior more. 

Engelberg and Sjöberg (2006) investigated the relationship between money attitude and emotional intelligence. 
According to the researchers, the ability to manage emotional situations in both social and professional fields 
determines the attitudes of people towards money. Therefore, individual differences in money attitude are explained 
by emotional adequacy. Researchers using Yamauchi and Templer (1982) Money attitude scale found that emotionally 
intelligent people value less money as a sign of power, status and prestige. 

Tang, Arocas and Sutarso (2003) investigated the relationship between love of money and income satisfaction 
in their study on university lecturers. According to the research, it was determined that academicians with high love of 
money were satisfied with their income and wages.  

Roberts and Sepulveda (1998) examined the relationship between money attitude and demographic variables 
in their study on consumers in Mexico. As a result of the research, it was found that anxiety levels of people increased 
as they got older, and young people who did not work outside the home (Housewives, students and unemployed people) 
used the money mostly for conspicuous consumption. 

Tang (1992), according to his research by developing the “Money Ethics Scale” (MES) (positive attitudes, 
negative attitudes, success, power, money management and self-esteem), high-income people think that money reveals 
the success of the person. People who evaluate money as success are less satisfied with their jobs. The ability to manage 
money is related to age and gender. Young people are more inclined to view money as bad. 

2.3. Development of Money Belief Scales and Klontz Money Script Inventory 
Various scales of money belief and attitude have been developed. One of the most common scales is the “Money 

Attitude Scale” of Yamauchi and Templer (1982) (Money Attitude Scale (MAS)). Four money attitudes are defined in 
the scale: Anxiety, Power-Prestige, Retention-time and Distrust. Furnham (1984) developed a six-factor “Money 
Beliefs and Behaviors Scale”. Later, Tang (1992) developed “Money Ethics Scale” with six factors (good and bad 
money attitude; achievement, respect and freedom (power), budget).  

Tang and Chiu (2003) developed the “Money Love Scale”. In the research, they researched love of money and 
income satisfaction ethically. In their study on 211 full-time employees in Hong Kong, they researched love of money 
and income satisfaction ethically. As a result of the research, they found that love for money was unethical, but income 
(money) was not unethical. Accordingly, the origin of love of money is evil, but money itself is not bad. Money scripts 
are conscious or unconscious mental narratives about money that develop in childhood, manifest as a financial behavior 
in adulthood and express their intergenerational beliefs (Klontz 2012: 33; Begina et al., 2018). Parents' messages about 
money are called scripts. These messages may be implicit or explicit. However, they remain strong determinants of 
the adult's thoughts and feelings about money (Furnham, Stumm and Milner, 2014:41). 

Klontz et al. (2011) tried to identify potentially problematic areas of money that are encountered when trying 
to achieve financial goals. To this end, they created a money-belief assessment known as Klontz-Money Script 
Inventory (Klontz-MSI). They updated with a different methodology the terminology used in Yamauchi and Templer 
Money Attitude Scale (1982) and Furnham Money Beliefs and Behaviors Scale (1984). In the research, based on 72 
money script, four different money belief subscales were created: Money avoidance, money worship, money status, 
money vigilance 

Beutler and Gudmunson (2012) developed two new scales of money attitude to measure the rights ownership 
and conscience of adolescents. Akın and Kahraman (2015) adapted the money attitude scale for adolescents developed 
by Beutler and Gudmunson (2012) into Turkish and tested the validity and reliability of the scale. Taylor, Klontz and 
Britt (2015) investigated the technical competence of the scale by comparing the revised Klontz Money Script 
Inventory- Revised (KMSI-R)) with the Money Attitude Scales (MAS) in their study on 326 students. The reliability 
and technical competence of both scales were similar in the study.  

Britt et al. (2015) investigated the relationship between Occupational money scenarios (mental health 
professionals and business professionals, educators, financial consultants) and financial health. They developed a new 
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scale called "Klontz-Britt Financial Health Scale" to measure financial health. In the research, it was determined that 
mental health professionals were financially risky compared to other experts and their financial health was not 
sufficient. Lay and Furnham (2018) developed a new survey to measure their money attitudes and beliefs. Accordingly, 
they developed a five-factor money attitude scale: Achievement and success, power and status, mindful and 
responsible, savings concerns, financial literacy worries. 

Furnham (2019) used five different money attitude scales created by Lay and Furnham (2018). According to 
the newly developed money attitude scale, they seek an answer to the question of which people with which personality 
disorder (People with narcissistic, hysterical, obsessive-compulsive, avoidant personality disorder) exhibited which 
money attitude. 

In this study, Klontz Money Script Inventory was used. According to the Klontz Money Script Inventory, 
people's beliefs towards money are examined under four factors: Money avoidance, money worship, money status, 
money vigilance. Three categories of money script have a negative impact on individuals' financial health: money 
avoidance, money status and money worship. Money script models play an important role in identifying money-related 
disorder such as financial infidelity, compulsive buying, pathological gambling, compulsive hoarding and financial 
dependency. It is possible to estimate the vulnerability of individuals from their profession against money script models 
and disorder money behaviors. For example, financial advisers, mental health professionals are more likely to be 
money avoidant. While professional businessmen tend to be more anxious, educators may tend to avoid thinking about 
money (Klontz 2012:33). 

Money avoidance: The people who are money avoidant believe that money is bad and they do not deserve 
money. For these people, money is often seen as a force that drives feelings of fear, anxiety, and hate. People with 
money avoidance behaviors may worry about bad checks and bad credit card usage. They can sabotage their financial 
success, and avoid spending money even on reasonable and necessary purchases. Klontz et al. (2011) (2011:14) cited 
by Klontz and Klontz (2009) describes over-risk avoidance and under-spending as disorder behaviors related to money, 
which may result in money avoidance behavior. These people think that rich people are greedy and do not deserve 
money (Klontz 2012:34). 

Money worship: Those who worship money believe that more money will solve all their problems, there will 
never be enough money, and money will bring strength and happiness to them. The tension between the idea that 
people will be happy with more money and the feeling that they will never have enough money causes them to spend 
more to buy happiness. These people are generally low-income and in the spiral of credit card debt. At the same time, 
those who worship money act with their impulses, their work comes before family relationships. Even if they cannot 
meet their financial situation by ignoring or forgetting, they give money to others and eventually become financially 
dependent on others.  

Money status: Individuals who believe that money is an expression of status see a clear distinction between 
socio-economic classes. This script can lock individuals into a competitive attitude towards getting more out of their 
surroundings. Those who see money as a symbol of status will make more efforts to advance to a higher socio-
economic situation. This may cause them to spend more and take more risks (Klontz et al., 2011:16). These people act 
as if they had more money than they have and give people a financially successful image. These people believe that if 
they live a virtuous life, the universe will also meet their financial needs. They believe that people are as successful as 
the money they earn. These people grew up in low socioeconomic families and often lie to their spouses about their 
spending (Klontz, 2012:40). In their study, Klontz et al. (2011) found that people who saw money as a status symbol 
were young, single, less educated and less rich. 

Money vigilance: These people are agile, careful and alert about money. They are related to their financial 
status and follow their financial status. They take financial matters seriously. They care about working and saving for 
money. If they can't pay for something, they won't buy it. They also use less credit cards. These people have high 
financial income and wealth. On the other hand, they are more anxious, do not give information about their financial 
situation, their mouths are tight. They are less likely to lie to their spouses about spending. Therefore, being cautious 
with money seems to be a protective factor. Because these people do not spend excessively, do not gamble, do not 
offer financial opportunities to others. Such an approach encourages saving and being frugal, but can prevent them 
from enjoying the sense of trust and benefit that money can provide (Klontz, 2012:40). 

3. Method and Participants 
The study group is the academic and administrative staff of universities located in the Western Black Sea region 

of Turkey. A total of 259 (100%) people were reached and surveyed, including 143 (55.2%) administrative staff and 
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116(44.8%) academic staff from the relevant universities. The Klontz-Money Script Inventory scale was used in the 
surveys applied. There are 8 factors and a total of 72 questions in the original study where the scale mentioned is 
applied. As a result of the study, 4 factors and 51 questions were found to be significant. In this study, research was 
conducted on 4 factors and 51 questions that gave meaningful results. Hypothesis factors used; Money Avoidance, 
Money Worship, Money Status and Money Vigilance.  

Questions about Money beliefs in the survey were coded on a 6-point likert scale. These clauses are as follows: 
1-strongly disagree, 2-disagree, 3-disagree a little, 4-agree a little, 5-agree, 6- strongly agree. In addition, the survey 
includes questions about 2 item staff type, gender, marital status and credit card debt status, 5 point age, education 
status and socio-economic status, and 4 point income status questions. 

The individuals participated in the study were as follows; 1.2% were 61-80, 15.1% were 51-60, 28.6% were 
41-50, 41.3% were 31-40 and 13.8% were 18-30 age range. When gender distribution is examined, it is observed that 
there were 55.2% male and 44.8% female participants. It turns out that only 32% of respondents were single, and 
51.7% of this working group is understood to have credit card debt. In other words, it turns out that almost half of 
respondents do not have credit card debt. In the case of education, the lowest rate high school graduate was found with 
1.2%, while with 41.7% the most undergraduate graduates. On the postgraduate degree, it consists of a master's degree 
with 29.3% and a PhD with 26.3%. The remaining 1.5% were in low grade from high school. It is seen that a large 
proportion as 64.1% in the study group consists of individuals with a monthly income of 5,000TL-10,000TL.  Those 
with less than 5,000TL income constitute the 31.3% group. In addition, the group with a rate as low as 4.2% stated 
that they have income between 10,000TL and 25,000TL per month. Finally, the childhood socio-economic status of 
the university staff who participated in the study was revealed as follows; 0.8% were wealthy, 8.5% upper middle 
class, 51.4% middle class, 32.7% lower middle class and 6.6% poor. Findings of these demographic features were 
given in Appendix 1 as a table. 

After the demographic characteristics were determined in the study, factor analysis was performed on the 
questions about Money belief. On this occasion, it was examined whether meaningful results could be obtained at 
universities in Turkey, as in the original study. After deciding how many factors and how many items were meaningful 
with these questions, the results were evaluated. IBM SPSS Statistics Version 22 was used for factor analysis 
application. 

4. Analysis and Findings 
The same methods were used as possible in order to adhere to the main study. For this purpose, the principal 

axis factor analysis was applied in the study. Direct Oblimin rotation, which is assumed to be correlation among the 
factors, was used with Delta 0 in the analysis. Kaiser-Meyer-Oklin (KMO) and Bartlett testing were used to test 
construct validity. In order to decide on the selection and suitability of the substances, it has been decided that the 
criterion factor load values should be 0.30 or higher. Because although it is expected that factor loads are expected to 
be 0.40 and above in some studies, it is known that the ratio of 0.30 is an acceptable rate, albeit weak. For this reason, 
variables that do not reach sufficient value and load multiple factors at the same rates have been removed. In addition, 
factors with an eigenvalue greater than 1 and explaining at least 5% of the total variance on their own were included 
in the process. 

Table 1: Total Variance Explained for Administrative and Academic Staff 

 
Administrative Staff Academic Staff 

Component 
Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of 

Squared Loadings Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of 
Squared Loadings 

Total % of 
Variance Total % of 

Variance Total % of Variance Total % of 
Variance 

1 6,04 16,763 6,04 16,763 6,5 16,675 6,5 16,675 

2 3,47 9,646 3,47 9,646 4,34 11,125 4,34 11,125 

3 3,11 8,644 3,11 8,644 2,91 7,449 2,91 7,449 

4 2,24 6,233 2,24 6,233 2,23 5,716 2,23 5,716 
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5 1,67 4,645   1,64 4,201   

… … …   … …   

 

As shown in Table 1, the results related to both administrative staff and academic staff reveal the meaningful 
existence of 4 factors as in the original study. In Table 2, the named factors and the items in each factor are included 
for the administrative staff. Table 3 includes the items and factor loads for the academic staff. 

Table 2: Factor Loadings (Administrative Staff) 

Factor Item Loading 

Money Avoidance (Cronbach’s Alpha = 0,835)  

 Money corrupts people. ,739 

 It is not okay to have more than you need. ,708 

 The rich take their money for granted. ,649 

 It is hard to be rich and be a good person. ,608 

 Rich people are greedy. ,587 

 Most rich people do not deserve their money. ,565 

 Good people should not care about money. ,549 

 You cannot be rich and trust what people want from you. ,547 

 People get rich by taking advantage of others. ,540 

 There is virtue in living with less money. ,535 

 Being rich means you no longer fit in with old friends and family. ,501 

 I do not deserve a lot of money when others have less than me. ,416 

 It is hard to accept financial gifts from others. ,359 

 Money Worship (Cronbach’s Alpha = 0,814)  

 Things would get better if I had more money. ,824 

 It is hard to be poor and happy. ,693 

 More money will make you happier. ,683 

 You can never have enough money. ,677 

 Money is power. ,640 

 I will never be able to afford the things I really want in life. ,621 

 Money buys freedom. ,546 
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 Money Vigilance (Cronbach’s Alpha = 0,754)  

 It is wrong to ask others how much money they have or make. ,718 

 It is important to save for a rainy day. ,694 

 You should not tell others how much money you have or make. ,661 

 You should always look for the best deal before buying something, even if it takes 
more time. 

,570 

 It is not polite to talk about money. ,562 

 I would be a nervous wreck if I did not have money saved for an emergency. ,544 

 People should work for their money and not be given financial handouts. ,461 

 If you cannot pay cash for something, you should not buy it. ,439 

 Money Status (Cronbach’s Alpha = 0,220)  

 Your self-worth equals your net worth. ,720 

 Rich people have no reason to be unhappy. ,634 

 If something is not considered the "best," it is not worth buying. ,603 

 If you are good, your financial needs will be taken care of. -,534 

 Poor people are lazy. 521 

 People are only as successful as the amount of money they earn. -,502 

 You can have love or money, but not both. ,451 

 If someone asked me how much I earned, I would probably tell them I earn more 
than I actually do. 

,364 

  

According to the evaluations made for the administrative staff, it was concluded that the “Money Avoidance” 
and “Money Worship” factors are reliable because the “Cronbach’s Alpha Values” are above 0.80. The “Money 
Viligance” factor is over 0.70 and is at an acceptable level. However, the value of the "Money Status" factor is below 
0.5, which result in an unreliable result. 

Table 3: Factor Loadings (Academic Staff) 

Factor Item Loading 

 Money Worship (Cronbach’s Alpha = 0,817)  

 Things would get better if I had more money. ,797 

 More money will make you happier. ,736 

 Money is power. ,723 
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 Money buys freedom. ,590 

 It is hard to be poor and happy. ,582 

 I will never be able to afford the things I really want in life. ,531 

 Money would solve all my problems. ,519 

 If you have money, someone will try to take it away from you. ,420 

 There will never be enough money. ,372 

 Money Avoidance (Cronbach’s Alpha = 0,855)  

 Money corrupts people. ,794 

 Most rich people do not deserve their money. ,719 

 Rich people are greedy. ,714 

 People get rich by taking advantage of others. ,709 

 It is not okay to have more than you need. ,628 

 Being rich means you no longer fit in with old friends and family. ,605 

 I do not deserve a lot of money when others have less than me. ,597 

 The rich take their money for granted. ,593 

 It is hard to be rich and be a good person. ,548 

 Good people should not care about money. ,507 

 You cannot be rich and trust what people want from you. ,486 

 There is virtue in living with less money. ,472 

 Money Viligance (Cronbach’s Alpha = 0,722)  

 It is wrong to ask others how much money they have or make. ,723 

 I would be a nervous wreck if I did not have money saved for an emergency. ,638 

 You should not tell others how much money you have or make. ,622 

 It is not polite to talk about money. ,606 

 I would be embarrassed to tell someone how much money I make. ,529 

 Money should be saved not spent. ,523 

 You should always look for the best deal before buying something, even if it takes 
more time. 

,491 

 It is important to save for a rainy day. ,402 
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 Money Status (Cronbach’s Alpha = 0,682)  

 If someone asked me how much I earned, I would probably tell them I earn more 
than I actually do. 

-,706 

 Most poor people do not deserve to have money. -,640 

 Poor people are lazy. -,611 

 Rich people have no reason to be unhappy. -,584 

 You can have love or money, but not both. -,534 

 If something is not considered the "best," it is not worth buying. -,534 

 I will not buy something unless it is new (e.g., car, house). -,525 

 Your self‐worth equals your net worth. -,492 

 It is okay to keep secrets from your partner around money. -,393 

 If you are good, your financial needs will be taken care of. ,332 

 

According to the evaluations made for the academic staff, “Money Worship” and “Money Avoidance” factors 
were found reliable. “Money Viligance” was found to be acceptable level of trust. However, differently, "Money 
Status" produced a result close to 0.7 over 0.6. This indicates that “Money Status” can be accepted even if it is 
suspicious. 

Correlation analysis of the mentioned 4 factors are shown in table 4. According to the study conducted with 
administrative staff, there was no correlation between the factors. According to the study conducted with academic 
staff, only a weak and inverse correlation was found between Money Status and Money Worship factors. 

Table 4: Correlation Values Between Factors 

Administrative Staff 

  Money Avoidance Money Worship Money Vigilance Money Status 

Money Avoidance  1 
   

Money Worship  0,096 1 
  

Money Vigilance  0,134 0,102 1 
 

Money Status  0,129 0,104 -0,023 1 

Academic Staff 

Money Avoidance  1 
   

Money Worship  0,061 1 
  

Money Vigilance  0,094 0,101 1 
 

Money Status  -0,172 ***-0,239 -0,077 1 

 

Table 5 and Table 6 reveal the correlation between the demographic characteristics of the participants and the 
factors. 
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Table 5: Demographic Correlations (Administrative Staff) 

 
Age Gender 

Marital 

Status 
Education Income 

Child-hood 
SES 

Credit card 
debt 

Avoidance ,020 -,216** ,050 ,083 ,092 -,164* -,231** 

Worship -,118 -,019 ,111 ,195* -,181* -,258** -,146 

Vigilance ,002 -,089 ,103 ,084 ,040 ,043 -,083 

Status ,206* -,211* -,116 -,012 ,222** ,099 -,127 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level     -    *. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level 

According to the study conducted with administrative staff, reverse correlations were observed between 
"avoidance" and "gender, childhood socio-economic status and credit card debt". In addition, there were correlations 
between "Worship" and "Educational status, monthly income status and childhood socio-economic status". There was 
no correlation between "Vigilance" and any demographic features. There were positive correlations between "status" 
and "age and monthly income" and there was a negative correlation between "status" and "gender". 

Table 6: Demographic Correlations (Academic Staff) 

 
Age Gender 

Marital 

Status 
Education Income 

Child-hood 
SES 

Credit 
card debt 

Avoidance ,059 -,116 -,028 -,072 -,039 -,176 -,039 

Worship -,059 -,192* -,061 -,141 -,129 -,061 -,231* 

Vigilance ,005 ,035 ,084 -,184* -,214* -,124 -,032 

Status -,052 -,026 ,183* -,218* -,226* -,105 -,092 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level     -    *. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level 

In the study on academic staff, no correlation was found in the 1 percent confidence interval but Correlation 
relations were found at the level of 5 percent. There were correlations between "Worship" and "gender and credit card 
debt"; "Vigilance" and "education and monthly income"; "Status" and "marital status, education and monthly income". 

Finally, in order to reveal the relationship between factors and demographic features, MANOVA and 
independent sample t test were applied. Summary of the results for administrative personnel was given in Table 7. 
Significant differences were not observed in other demographic characteristics except education and monthly income. 
For education status, avoidance significance level was 0.017, worship significance level was 0.010 and vigilance 
significance level was 0.015. For monthly income, worship was found at 0.03 and status 0.008. When Table 7 is 
analyzed, it is revealed that the ones whose education level is below high school are the least found group in avoidance. 
It is generally seen that there are individuals with bachelor's degree and postgraduate education levels in this group. 
Similarly, it can be said that those who have bachelor's degree and higher education level have a higher score for 
worship. For Vigilance, it is seen that the education level of "under-high school" and "PhD" is lower than other 
education level. 
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Table 7: Average of Answers Given According to Demographic Characteristics (Administrative Staff) 

 

 

Age Gender Marital 

Status 

Education Income Child-hood 
SES 

Credit 
Card Debt 

Avoidance 1- 2,977 M- 3,3077 M- 3,1315 1- 1,744 1- 3,087 1- 3,601 Y- 3,3397 

 2- 3,184 F- 2,8908 S- 3,2326 2- 2,308 2- 3,258 2- 3,232 N- 2,9087 

 3- 3,262   3- 3,273 3- 3- 3,080  

 4- 3,054   4- 3,038 4- 4- 2,718  

    5- 3,077  5- 3,308  

        

Worship 1- 3,521 M- 3,5822 M- 3,4914 1- 2,286 1- 3,736 1- 4,052 Y- 3,6956 

 2- 3,663 F- 3,5400 S- 3,7442 2- 2,238 2- 3,354 2- 3,777 N- 3,3850 

 3- 3,734   3- 3,571 3- 3- 3,397  

 4- 3,065   4- 3,836 4- 4- 3,357  

    5- 2,714  5- 1,000  

        

Status 1- 2,551 M- 2,7204 M- 2,6863 1- 2,583 1- 2,567 1- 2,591 Y- 2,6994 

 2- 2,558 F- 2,5275 S- 2,5756 2- 2,625 2- 2,762 2- 2,608 N- 2,5869 

 3- 2,756   3- 2,667 3- 3- 2,687  

 4- 2,766   4- 2,614 4- 4- 2,708  

    5- 2,750  5- 2,875  

        

Vigilance 1- 3,956 M- 4,0927 M- 3,9663 1- 2,750 1- 3,997 1- 3,864 Y- 4,0967 

 2- 4,039 F- 3,9150 S- 4,1802 2- 3,083 2- 4,073 2- 4,111 N- 3,9364 

 3- 4,091   3- 4,110 3- 3- 3,952  

 4- 3,953   4- 4,059 4- 4- 4,375  

    5- 2,875  5- 5,375  

        

 

When the status of the academic staff was examined, the relationship between monthly income status and 
vigilance was significant at 0.022 and the relationship between childhood socio-economic status and status at 0.040. 
Apart from these, there was no statistically significant difference. In Vigilance, those with income between 10,000-
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25,000 were at the lowest level. In Status, the levels of those whose childhood socio-economic status is poor and 
wealthy were higher than others. 

Table 8: Average of Answers Given According to Demographic Characteristics (Academic Staff) 

 

 

Age Gender Marital 

Status 

Education Income Child-hood 
SES 

Credit 
card debt 

Avoidance 1- 2,981 M- 2,9983 M- 2,8936 1-  1-  1- 3,306 1- 2,9167 

 2- 2,775 F- 2,7816 S- 2,8396 2-  2- 2,843 2- 2,985 2- 2,8434 

 3- 2,847   3- 3,071 3- 2,758 3- 2,853  

 4- 3,061   4- 2,639 4- 4,333 4- 2,641  

 5- 3,250   5- 2,957  5- 1,750  

        

Worship 1- 3,327 M- 3,4511 M- 3,2749 1-  1-  1- 3,815 1- 3,4956 

 2- 3,258 F- 3,0640 S- 3,1472 2-  2- 3,221 2- 3,071 2- 3,0303 

 3- 3,085   3- 3,429 3- 3,141 3- 3,319  

 4- 3,533   4- 3,169 4- 2,444 4- 3,035  

 5- 2,148   5- 3,207  5- 2,889  

        

Status 1- 2,211 M- 2,1380 M- 2,0434 1-  1-  1- 2,817 1- 2,1820 

 2- 2,098 F- 2,1076 S- 2,2675 2-  2- 2,106 2- 2,052 2- 2,0742 

 3- 2,150   3- 1,971 3- 1,973 3- 2,088  

 4- 2,027   4- 2,090 4- 1,900 4- 2,094  

 5- 2,133   5- 2,105  5- 2,600  

        

Viligance 1- 4,104 M- 3,9500 M- 3,9326 1-  1-  1- 4,708 1- 4,0150 

 2- 3,945 F- 4,0095 S- 4,0813 2-  2- 4,024 2- 3,936 2- 3,9602 

 3- 3,883   3- 4,214 3- 3,352 3- 3,979  

 4- 4,167   4- 4,009 4- 4,750 4- 3,820  

 5- 4,000   5- 3,913  5- 4,125  
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5. Conclusion 
 

Even if the definition of money is universally the same, the beliefs people have developed towards money 
differ. It is important for every person to be aware of their own financial behaviours and beliefs in order to achieve 
their financial goals. 

It is thought that this research will help the employees (academic and administrative) to be aware of their 
beliefs about money, to become conscious about using money, so that they can manage money and achieve their 
financial goals. Determining people's beliefs towards money can play an important role in education, financial markets 
and marketing activities. 

Different monetary attitude / belief scales developed by different researchers have been tested in many 
countries. These studies were included in the literature review. When the studies conducted are examined, the 
researches on students and young people are mostly concentrated; It has been determined that there are very few studies 
on university staff. With this study, it has been tried to contribute to the literature. 

For this purpose, in this study, a questionnaire prepared with Klontz inventory script scale was applied to 
administrative and academic staff working in universities in the Western Black Sea Region. Accordingly, the original 
scale in which 51 items were significant was translated into Turkish and the study was conducted with 259 participants. 
As a result of the survey, factor analysis was applied separately for administrative staff and academic staff. The number 
of factors for both groups was determined as 4 factors as in the original study. In the study conducted for administrative 
staff, the number of questions was reduced to 36 to explain the factors, and the number of questions that gave 
meaningful results for the academic staff was 39. Factor reliability coefficients for administrative personnel were; 
Avoidance: 0.835, Worship: 0.814, Status: 0.754 and Viligance: 0.220. For the academic staff, these coefficients were; 
Avoidance: 0.817, Worship: 0.855, Status: 0.722 and Viligance: 0.682. 

In the study, 55% of the participants were administrative staff and 45% were academic staff. Considering 
their demographic characteristics; 41.3% were between the ages of 31-40, 55.2% of them were male, 68% were 
married, 41.7% of them were bachelor's degree; 64.1% of them had monthly income in the range of 5.000-10.000 TL; 
51.4% of participant's the socio-economic status of childhood were at the middle class level and it was revealed that 
51.7% had credit card debt. These data were the most frequently reported. 

As a result of the study; it has been observed that the scale Klontz has applied for money beliefs can be used 
as a reliable measuring tool in Turkey and especially in University staff. This suggests that in national and international 
studies on money beliefs in Turkey, the scale can give researchers significant opportunities. 

In the research, significant findings were obtained that explain the relationship between the demographic 
characteristics of university employees and their money beliefs. The belief of avoiding money of administrative staff 
who express their childhood socio-economic status well and administrative staff who have credit card debt, decreases. 
Administrative staff with a low level of education show less avoidance of money. As the education level, monthly 
income level and socio-economic level of the administrative staff increases, the worship of money increases. 
Especially, it was revealed that the bachelor's degree administrative staff worshiped the money more. It was determined 
that academic staff showed more worship beliefs as credit card debt increased. As the age and income levels of the 
administrative staff increase, the beliefs of the participants to see money as a status symbol increases. As the level of 
education and income of academic staff increases, they see money more as a status symbol. In the study of Klontz, it 
was revealed that those with low level of education and income see money more as a status symbol. It has been 
determined that academic staff, whose childhood socio-economic status is poor and whose childhood socio-economic 
status is wealthy, sees money more as a status symbol.  

Limitations of this study: Only the beliefs of university employees towards money were taken into 
consideration and the beliefs of academic and administrative staff towards money were tried to be determined with the 
Klontz Money Script scale. There are many scales that measure people's beliefs towards money. Studies can be 
developed with other scales or different scales can be created. In addition, it can be investigated whether the employees' 
beliefs towards money or the beliefs towards money between the sectors are different. In addition, the number of 
participants can be increased. Researchers can identify a different number of factors based on the data they have 
obtained. 
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Appendix 1: Demographic features of participants 

Staff  Type 

Group Administrative Academic   

# 143 116 

% 55,2 44,8 

Age 

Group 18-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-80 

# 36 107 74 39 3 

% 13,8 41,3 28,6 15,1 1,2 

Gender 

Group Male Female 

# 143 116 

% 55,2 44,8 

Marital 
Status 

Group Single Married 

# 83 176 
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% 32 68 

Education 
Group PhD Master Bachelor High School 

Under 
High 

School 

# 68 76 108 3 4 

% 26,3 29,3 41,7 1,2 1,5 

Income 

Group < 5.000 TL 5.000 - 10.000 TL 10.000-25.000 TL > 25.000 TL 

# 81 166 11 1 

% 31,3 64,1 4,2 0,4 

Child-hood 
SES 

Group Poor 
Lower-Middle 

Class Middle Class 
Upper-Middle 

Class Wealthy 

# 17 85 133 22 2 

% 6,6 32,7 51,4 8,5 0,8 

Credit card 
Debt 

Group Yes No 

# 134 125 

% 51,7 48,3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 


